Snacks at Kumbh (ALLH_021)

Besan treats during Kumbh festival, Allahabad (ALLH_0220)

Street Food Vendor (ALLH_030)

Lending Hand (ALL_008)

A Bagata man with the Nangeli (ANDH005)

Konda Dora men drinking Jeerigi (ANDH008)

Food grains cultivated by tribal populations in the region (ANDH017)

A Kodhu woman enjoying a Pika (cigar) (ANDH014)

A Bagata woman preparing rice for cooking (ANDH046)

Installation and demonstration of Apong during the workshop (AP_12)

Dekuijao, a form of rice beer (ASM009)

A sweet shop during Holi (Braj_029)
Famous Bhajiyaa of Braj (Braj_046)

Laddus of Braj (Braj_047)

Motichur Laddus (Braj_048)

Lassi (Braj_072)

Mithai (sweets) of Braj (Braj_082)

Varieties of rice (CULTEZ006)

Damdamso (DDM002)

Yakhni Manda of Kaimganj (FARRUKH_011)

Preparation of traditional food items (GarhM_068)

Gujjar men having their traditional food (GUJ_022)

Gujjar men preparing food at a community gathering (GUJ_026)

Mahua being brewed locally (DD_828)
Baati, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_903)
Besan ki Chakki, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_904)
Biswan, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_905)
Channa, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_906)
Churma, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_907)
Rajasthan's staple diet (JM_CU_909)
Gatte Pulav (JM_CU_910)
Gatte ka Saag, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_911)
Vadi Guarphali ka Saag (JM_CU_912)
Ghotuan Laddu, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_913)
Gulia Laddu, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_914)
Hebechi Dal, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_916)
Kakadu, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_917)

Khaaja, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_918)

Bajre ka Kheech, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_919)

Meteere, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_920)

Meethe Chawal, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_921)

Panchdhari Laddu, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_922)

Papad Khichdi, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_924)

Wheat flour Halwa, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_926)

Tipa Roti, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan (JM_CU_927)

An apple orchard in Kinnaur, Himachal Pradesh (KN_HP_429)

A woman packing the seema bhat (sticky rice) preparation (KOKRA010)

Mola Laddu, Assam (KOKRA014)
Pitha prepared by the villagers (KOKRA018)

Process of preparing rice puffs (KOKRA020)

Red rice being used to prepare one of the food items for the bihu meal (KOKRA021)

Rice paste being prepared (KOKRA022)

Til pitha (KOKRA024)

Variety of rice been displayed (KOKRA025)

Makkhan Vada, a local delicacy of Mirzapur (MIRZ-008)

A basic vegetarian thali from Munger (MUNG_014)

A view of the Paliyan forest (PALN001)

Garlic drying in a house in Poondi village (PALN006)

Litti Chokha (PATNA_012)

Malpua (PATNA_013)
Parwal ki Mithai and Ghugni (PATNA_014)
Thekua (PATNA_024)
Mathura ka Peda (SAC_001)
Paasam (PLN016)

Traditional food being cooked by the Santhal people (SANTHAL_011)
A Saura woman winnowing rice (SAUR033)
Kyok (TEZ006)
Choora-Matar Chaat of Varanasi (Van_CU_001)

A tea stall in Varanasi (Van_CU_002)
Flavoured Lassi (Van_CU_003)
Bhang prepared in Varanasi (Van_CU_004)
The Paan of Varanasi (Van_CU_005)
Different kinds of Betel leaves (Van_CU_006)

A shop during Ramadan in Varanasi (Van_CU_007)

Shopkeeper selling sweets in Varanasi (Van_CU_008)

Sweets Sold in Varanasi (Van_CU_009)

Jaleba sold in Varanasi during Kajri festival (Van_CU_010)

Thandai maker in Varanasi (Van_CU_011)

Varanasi Chaat is the most famous street food of the city (VRNS_024)

People harvesting paddy (WARLI_017)